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Abstract

In this paper, we improve speech translation (ST) through ef-
fectively leveraging large quantities of unlabeled speech and
text data in different and complementary ways. We explore
both pretraining and self-training by using the large Libri-Light
speech audio corpus and language modeling with Common-
Crawl. Our experiments improve over the previous state of the
art by 2.8 BLEU on average on all four considered CoVoST 2
language pairs via a simple recipe of combining wav2vec 2.0
pretraining, a single iteration of self-training and decoding with
a language model. Different from existing work, our approach
does not leverage any other supervision than ST data. Code and
models are publicly released1.
Index Terms: speech translation, unsupervised pretraining,
self-training, semi-supervised learning

1. Introduction
Similar to many machine learning tasks, the amount of labeled
data for speech-to-text applications such as automatic speech
recognition (ASR) and speech translation (ST) is limited. For
speech and language tasks, this problem is exacerbated by the
fact that people speak many languages around the world and
obtaining large quantities of labeled speech translation data for
every language is simply not practical. On the other hand, un-
labeled speech audio or text data is much more plentiful and
various techniques to utilize it have been explored.

Semi-supervised learning techniques for ASR such as unsu-
pervised speech pretraining [1, 2, 3, 4] and self-training or (it-
erative) pseudo-labeling [5, 6, 7, 8] have substantially improved
performance on the traditional LibriSpeech benchmark, and led
to systems that can learn with little supervision. In addition, it
was recently shown that self-training and self-supervised pre-
training can be effectively combined [9, 10] for speech recog-
nition to achieve 4.8 WER on LibriSpeech test-other with only
10 minutes of annotated speech data.

Similarly for speech translation, there has been work on
combating data scarcity, namely multitask learning [11, 12, 13],
pretraining on ASR data [12, 14, 15, 16], data augmenta-
tion [17, 18, 19, 20], self-supervised pretraining [21, 22], self-
training [23] or multilingual speech translation [24, 25, 26, 27,
28]. However, multitask learning, pretraining, data augmenta-
tion and multilingual ST rely on additional supervision provided
by labeled ASR data, machine translation (MT) data or ST data
while self-training and self-supervised pretraining exploit unla-
beled source speech data. Unlike in ASR, the complementarity
of self-supervised learning and self-training (and other semi-
supervised techniques) has not been studied for the ST task.

On the other hand, past work in ST relied heavily on la-
beled data in the form of speech-to-text translation data, ASR

1https://github.com/pytorch/fairseq/tree/master/
examples/speech_to_text

transcriptions [29] or MT sentence pairs to improve perfor-
mance [28]. In this work, we follow the trend of leveraging
purely unlabeled data to improve performance and show that
this obtains strong performance while leveraging only supervi-
sion from ST data. Using wav2vec 2.0 pretraining, self-training
and language model decoding, we show that we can outperform
previous work while leveraging much less supervision.

Our contributions are as follows: we present a comprehen-
sive study of the impact of existing semi-supervised learning
techniques on speech translation and show that they greatly re-
duce the need for additional supervision in the form of labeled
ASR or translation parallel data. We show that our simple ap-
proach obtains state-of-the-art results on all four language pairs
we evaluate on: English to German, English to Catalan, English
to Arabic and English to Turkish. We also conduct an ablation
study on the impact of the quantity of unlabeled data for self-
training and self-supervised pre-training in the context of ST.

In what follows, we describe the semi-supervised learning
techniques and the system we use for ST. Then we present our
results on the CoVoST 2 benchmark [27] on four language pairs
and compare our work to the literature.

2. Learning from Unlabeled Data
In this section, we describe the techniques to leverage unlabeled
speech or text data which we use in this study.

2.1. Unsupervised Pretraining

Unsupervised pretraining has been very effective in multiple
fields of machine learning, including natural language process-
ing [30], computer vision [31, 32] and speech recognition [3].
In this work, we demonstrate the impact of unsupervised pre-
training for speech translation (ST) by leveraging a wav2vec
2.0 model pretrained on Libri-Light2, a unlabeled dataset com-
prising 53K hours of English read audio books. The model
is trained by predicting the latent speech representations of
masked time-steps using a loss similar to SimCLR [32]. The
latent speech representations are quantized for the prediction
task and there is a fixed number of latents stored in a codebook.

For ST, we construct a sequence-to-sequence model with at-
tention [33, 34] by adding a randomly initialized decoder model
on top of a wav2vec 2.0 encoder. After pretraining, all param-
eters are fine-tuned on the CoVoST 2 ST data [27]. The de-
coder is also a Transformer model but smaller, with 7 layers
and model dimension 256, which we do not pretrain3.

2.2. Self-Training

Self-training is a semi-supervised learning method that first
trains a teacher model on labeled data. The teacher model is

2https://github.com/pytorch/fairseq/blob/master/
examples/wav2vec
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Table 1: CoVoST 2 dataset. We use four language pairs of the
CoVoST 2 dataset for our experiments, all from English due to
the easy access of open-source English unnanotated data in that
source language.

Language pair en-de en-ca en-ar en-tr

Speech hours 430h 430h 430h 430h
Target utterances 288K 288K 288K 288K
Target words 2.8M 3.1M 2.4M 2.2M

then used to synthetically annotate unlabeled data in order to
train a new student model on the combination of labeled and
pseudo-labeled data [35, 23, 36]. We further fine-tune the stu-
dent model on labeled data to alleviate the domain mismatch
between labeled and unlabeled data. Recent work showed that
unsupervised pretraining and self-training can be complemen-
tary for natural language understanding [37] and speech recog-
nition [9]. In this work, we adopt this setting by consider-
ing self-training on top of a wav2vec 2.0 pretrained model and
show the complementarity of these two learning approaches for
speech translation.

2.3. Decoding with Language Model

With unsupervised pretraining and self-training, we leverage
additional unlabeled speech data to improve the performance of
a ST system. We also make use of monolingual text data in the
target language to further improve translation quality. Specifi-
cally, we train a language model (LM) on part of the Common-
Crawl data4 that is in similar domains as CoVoST 2 (§ 3.1). And
then we combine ST model and LM scores at every time step in
beam search decoding (shallow fusion) [38].

3. Datasets and Training Details
In this section, we describe the datasets we use for speech
translation (ST), the setups for unsupervised pretraining, self-
training as well as language modeling. Then we give details on
how we train our models.

3.1. Datasets

CoVoST 2: speech translation data. CoVoST 25 is a
large-scale multilingual speech translation corpus covering
translations from 21 languages into English and from English
into 15 languages. This represents the largest open dataset
available to date from total volume and language coverage per-
spective. Specifically, we cover four language directions from
English to German (de), Catalan (ca), Arabic (ar) and Turkish
(tr), which contain 430 hours of annotated data each. For sim-
plicity, we choose to focus on speech translation from English
because of easy public access to unlabeled data in that language.

Libri-Light: pretraining and self-training data. We
use the wav2vec 2.0 model6 pretrained on the Libri-Light
data [39], a dataset consisting of more than 60k hours of
unlabeled read speech data7. The dataset is derived from

4http://data.statmt.org/cc-100/
5https://github.com/facebookresearch/covost
6dl.fbaipublicfiles.com/fairseq/wav2vec/wav2vec_

vox_new.pt
7https://github.com/facebookresearch/libri-light

open-source audio books from the LibriVox project and is
the largest freely-available corpus of speech. Previous work
in unsupervised pretraining showed that using Libri-Light
over LibriSpeech led to better performance [3]. We use the
6000-hour subset of Libri-light (LV-6k) as well as the full
60k hours dataset (LV-60k) for self-training. Specifically, we
train models on CoVoST 2 whose domain is read speech, and
synthetically label unannotated data from LV-60k - which is
also read speech. We then fine-tune a wav2vec 2.0 pretrained
model - the student model - on both the synthetically annotated
data and the ground-truth CoVoST 2 training data. Self-training
is a good alternative to back-translation in the case of speech
translation, although the target data generated by the teacher
model is not real data. To remedy this issue, we leverage
ground-truth target data through language model decoding.
Note that similar to NoisyStudent, we also inject noise in our
input during self-training through the same masking strategy as
wav2vec 2.0 [40, 3].

LibriSpeech: pretraining and self-training ablation data.
In order to study the effect of the amount of unlabeled data
on both pretraining and self-training, we use the 960 hours of
LibriSpeech as a smaller-scale alternative to Libri-light and
LV-60k for wav2vec 2.0 pretraining8 and for self-training.

CommonCrawl: language model data. In order to obtain
language model data in the right domain, we leverage Com-
monCrawl (CC) data from the CC100 corpus [42, 43] for the
four target languages studied (German, Catalan, Arabic, Turk-
ish). First, we train 4-gram language models with the KenLM
toolkit [44] on the training set of the CoVoST 2 data and on the
CC data and filter CC by averaging the LM scores [45]. We then
keep only one tenth of the original data, and use transformer-
based language models trained on both the CoVoST 2 training
set and the additional CC data for language model rescoring.

3.2. Training Details

Unsupervised pretraining. For wav2vec 2.0 pretraining, we
use the Large model, which comprises 24 self-attention blocks
with model dimension 1024, inner dimension 4096 and 16
attention heads, resulting in a total of about 300M parame-
ters. The feature encoder contains seven blocks and the tem-
poral convolutions in each block have 512 channels with strides
(5,2,2,2,2,2,2) and kernel widths (10,3,3,3,3,2,2), resulting in a
receptive field of about 25ms and a stride of about 20ms.
Speech translation. We use a sequence-to-sequence model
where the encoder is a wav2vec 2.0 model with several lay-
ers of convolutions followed by a Transformer network with
24 layers. The decoder is also a Transformer network with 7
layers, an embedding size of 256, 4 attention heads and feed
forward network (FFN) dimension of 2048. A 10K byte-pair
encoding (BPE) vocabulary is built on the CoVoST 2 target text
for each target language. We train our model with Adaptive
Moment estimation (Adam) [46], a learning rate of 3e-4, label
smoothing with probability 0.1, an effective batch size of 6.4M
tokens, layer drop 0.05, a masking strategy similar to wav2vec
2.0 with mask length 5 and mask probability 0.15. During the
fine-tuning phase, the wav2vec 2.0 encoder is frozen for 10K
updates. Models are trained for 250K updates and the best
checkpoint is selected based on the BLEU score on the vali-
dation set. The pseudo-labels are generated with a beam size of

8dl.fbaipublicfiles.com/fairseq/wav2vec/wav2vec_
small.pt
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Table 2: BLEU on four language pairs of CoVoST-V2: English-German (en-de), English-Catalan (en-ca), English-Arabic (en-ar) and
English-Turkish (en-tr). The results show that self-supervised pre-training on Librispeech (wav2vec-2.0) followed by self-training on
the same data can improve performance. Using a language model during decoding improves performance further.

Row Model en-de en-ca en-ar en-tr Avg

Baselines from CoVoST 2

1 Wang et al. [27] (w/o pre-ASR) 13.6 20.2 8.7 8.9 12.9
2 Wang et al. [27] (w/ pre-ASR) 16.3 21.8 12.1 10.0 15.1

Previous state-of-the-art results

3 Prev E2E SOTA [41, 27, 28] 18.4 23.6 13.9 11.7 16.9
4 Cascade SOTA [28] 19.4 25.0 14.3 11.7 17.6
5 Li et al. [28] (joint training) 25.8 30.9 18.0 17.0 22.9
6 Li et al. [28] (+ extra MT data) 26.6 30.4 18.6 16.3 23.0

Our results

8 wav2vec-2.0 25.5 33.1 19.9 17.4 24.0
9 wav2vec-2.0 + decoding w/ LM 25.9 33.4 20.4 17.7 24.4
10 wav2vec-2.0 + self-training (LV-60k) 27.1 34.4 21.3 18.8 25.4
11 wav2vec-2.0 + self-training (LV-60k) + decoding w/ LM 27.7 34.8 21.6 19.2 25.8

4.
Language models. For the language models, we use the
Google Billion Word Transformer architecture of [47] with 12
decoder layers and an embedding dimension of 512. We train
the model with Adam, and an inverse sqrt scheduler. When us-
ing LM scores in decoding, we scale the scores by 0.1 and use
a length penalty of 0.7.

4. Experiments and Results
In this section, we describe our experimental results obtained
in Table 2 and 3 where we combine self-supervised and semi-
supervised learning techniques.

4.1. Improvements from Unsupervised Pretraining

We observe strong gains using wav2vec 2.0 models compared
to previous baselines which were using similar speech trans-
lation architectures without pretraining. The Libri-light pre-
trained wav2vec 2.0 model (row 8) achieves 24.0 BLEU on av-
erage, which is on average 11.1 BLEU points better than the
baseline of [27] (row 1) and 8.9 BLEU higher than their model
which leveraged ASR pretraining as additional supervision (row
2). These results demonstrate that the features learned by the
wav2vec 2.0 model are very useful beyond speech recognition,
and applicable to other speech tasks such as speech translation.
The results with only wav2vec 2.0 pretraining (row 8) outper-
form the most recent state-of-the-art results (row 6) on CoVoST
2 [28] for three out of the four language pairs (except English-
German), without using any other supervision than the speech
translation data.

4.2. Improvements from Self-Training

As previously shown for computer vision [48], natural lan-
guage understanding [37] and speech recognition [9], super-
vised or unsupervised pretraining can be complementary to
self-training. Combining self-supervised learning with semi-
supervised learning for speech translation in this work, we first
use the previously described Libri-Light wav2vec 2.0 models
fine-tuned on the CoVoST 2 speech translation data as teacher

models, and synthetically annotate the 60k-hour Libri-light
dataset (LV-60k). We then leverage self-training by finetuning a
wav2vec 2.0 pretrained student model on both LV-60k synthetic
data and the CoVoST data [49, 23]. Note that we upsample
the ground-truth CoVoST data such that it has the same impor-
tance during finetuning than the synthetically annotated LV-60k.
After following this procedure, we obtain 25.4 average BLEU
score (row 10) which is 1.4 BLEU better than using wav2vec
2.0 pretraining only. This demonstrates the complementarity of
pretraining and self-training for the task of speech translation.
The improvement is consistent across language pairs. With this
method, we reach a new state of the art on the CoVoST 2 bench-
mark for all four considered language pairs (row 10).

4.3. Improvements from Decoding with Language Model

Self-training and unsupervised pretraining both leverage addi-
tional unannotated speech data to improve performance. But
self-training generates noisy output on which the student model
is fine-tuned which may lead the model to learn incorrect pat-
terns. To inject more prior knowledge about the target language
structure, a natural solution is to use unannotated text in the tar-
get domain. In this work, we leverage language modeling as one
way to do that, and use it to improve generation through decod-
ing. This improves the wav2vec 2.0 baseline by 0.4 BLEU on
average across all language pairs (row 9 vs. row 8). It also im-
proves the stronger setting of wav2vec 2.0 + self-training by 0.4
BLEU (row 11 vs. row 10). Combining wav2vec 2.0 pretrain-
ing, self-training and language model decoding in row 11, we
reach a new state of the art on the CoVoST 2 benchmark, with
an average BLEU score of 25.8 over the four language pairs.

4.4. Comparison with Previous Work

The combination of pretraining, self-training and LM decod-
ing outperforms the prior state of the art [28] in all language
directions, and by 2.8 BLEU on average. The prior state of
the art uses both pretraining with wav2vec 2.0 and mBART, as
well as a minimalistic LNA (LayerNorm and Attention) fine-
tuning. We note that mBART was fine-tuned using additional
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Table 3: Effect of the amount of unlabeled data on pretraining and self-training (cf. Table 2).

Row Model en-de en-ca en-ar en-tr Avg

Increasing the amount of pretraining data

1 wav2vec-2.0 (LS-960) 20.5 27.3 15.4 14.0 19.3
2 wav2vec-2.0 (LV-60k) 25.5 33.1 19.9 17.4 24.0

Increasing the amount of self-training data

3 wav2vec-2.0 + Self-training (LS-960) 25.7 32.9 20.0 17.6 24.1
4 wav2vec-2.0 + Self-training (LV-6k) 27.0 34.1 21.4 18.4 25.2
5 wav2vec-2.0 + Self-training (LV-60k) 27.1 34.4 21.3 18.8 25.4

labeled machine translation data and therefore our approach re-
lies on less labeled data. Moreover, this work is conducted on
a bilingual setting without additional supervision coming from
multiple language pairs. Finally, the prior state-of-the-art model
uses an adapter between the encoder and the decoder that further
downsamples the input by a factor of 8. In contrast, our model
architecture was simplified by removing the adapter module, as
well as the LNA finetuning.

4.5. Data Ablation for Unsupervised Pretraining and Self-
Training

Prior work has shown that increasing the amount of unlabeled
data for pretraining and self-training can improve ASR perfor-
mance [3, 9]. To understand whether the same holds true for ST,
we compare pretraining a wav2vec 2.0 model on the 960 hours
unlabeled speech audio from the smaller LibriSpeech corpus
(LS-960) instead of the 60k hours of the LibriVox corpus (LV-
60k) used so far. Table 3 shows that pretraining the speech en-
coder on more data leads to a large improvement of 4.7 BLEU
on average across the four language pairs (row 2 vs. row 1).
Note that pretraining wav2vec 2.0 on LibriSpeech still provides
an average improvement of 4.2 BLEU over the supervised base-
line with ASR pretraining (row 1 vs. row 2 from Table 2).

Next, we examine increasing the amount of unlabeled data
for self-training. We compare pseudo-labeling LS-960 with
pseudo-labeling LV-6k and LV-60k. From Table 3 we can see
that the increase of self-training data from LS-960 to LV-6k
brings an additional gain of 1.1 BLEU on average (row 4 vs.
row 3). Scaling self-training even further to LV-60k leads to
an additional gain of 0.2 BLEU on average (row 5 vs. row 4).
For both pretraining and self-training, we found that gains using
more unlabeled data were similar when using a language model.

5. Conclusion

We pushed the limits of self-supervised and semi-supervised
learning for speech translation by leveraging pretraining with
wav2vec 2.0 and self-training. These techniques can outper-
form the previous state of the art by an average of 2.8 BLEU
across four language directions without using any type of super-
vision other than the CoVoST 2 data. We also demonstrated the
complementarity of unsupervised pretraining, self-training and
language model decoding. Our work provides stronger and sim-
pler baselines for speech translation and demonstrates the ef-
fectiveness of wav2vec 2.0 unsupervised pretraining for speech
translation.
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